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Our Sexuality

This is the most respected and authoritative college textbook available on human sexuality. Written
in a direct, non-judgmental manner, this edition of OUR SEXUALITY has been thoroughly and
carefully updated to reflect the most current research findings. It is the first college text to bring
cutting-edge and in-depth emphasis on the impact of politics on sexuality. Crooks and Baur keep
you interested with the most exciting, emerging research and coverage, and focus on strengthening
healthy communication among partners. The authors also have revised their overall coverage on
maintaining a responsible and healthy sexual relationship, with greater attention to diversity and
inclusiveness. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
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Delivery was Quick and Convenient because it arrived just before I started class. However, this
book has LOTS of great information especially helpful for clueless young adults. Definitely a book to
review before young adults consider having sex AND tested for knowledge on all the diseases that
exist today. Knowledge is power!

I had to get this book for a Psych class and it's the only book I'm keeping at the end of the
semester. It's a 12th edition and there have been a few changes since it was printed in the last year
in the area of Atypical behavior most everything is current as it isn't that old. Great overview when
dealing with the complexity of sexuality.

Every college kid needs to read this book, no matter how much they think they know about sexual
relationships. It's eye opening and unbiased.

I was required to purchase this book for a Human Sexuality class so I bought the digital copy.Very
easy and comfortable to read. The book also includes helpful diagrams,charts and pictures of the
subject matter.

Useful book. I took this course from a great instructor and the Kindle textbook is amazing!!!! I loved
being able to look up key words and phrases when auditing and for open book quizzes. Plus not
needing to carry a heavy paper textbook was Awesome! Please do more digital/kindle textbooks!

The book was in great quality and buying it through this seller allowed me to save over $70.00. And
with my tuition being really high and no financial aid or student loans available every penny counts.

It has good information but it is written from an extremely biased position. There is no middle ground
here. Conservatives bad. Republicsans bad. Democrats good. Period. While I appreciated the good
scientifically sound information, the writer's bias was overwhelming. College material should not be
written with such a bias. Unbiased position should be the norm.

Well it's a textbook... It is decently easy to read and the companion site is very useful....it is written
by people at the forefront of the fields for each section and is up to date and interesting... However
the chapter on sight is frankly pathetic, while the authors tend not to describe or explain things on a
whole throughout that chapter is just bad reading... Not the worst or best textbook I ever used but a
pretty good one.
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